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In several developing countries the development of the non-ferrous metals 
sector has not significantly contributed to the process of creating at the 
national and regional levels, a 110re coherent productive system thereby 
leading to the development of adequate linkages with the other sectors of the 
economy as well as c011plewaentarities among countries of the same subregion or 
region. In soae developing countries large investments were concentrated on 
aining and metallurgical activities affecting the development of other vital 
sectors of the economy such as the agricultural sector, leading to the need to 
import food. Moreover, these efforts in investment in the non-ferrous metals 
sector aade by SOiie developing countries were net ~"OllpeDSated by an adequate 
surplus of foreign currency dve in aany cases to the deterioration of prices 
and the non-favourable evolutiL.l of the consuaption of 11e>st of the traditional 
non-ferrous metals. 

The limited economic res:~:ts obtained by several important aining and 
metallurgical developing countries calls for the need to search for strategies 
of development for the different non-ferrous 11etals industries that wo~ld have 
a greater impact on creating a 11<>re integrated development, satisfying the 
basic needs of the population and i~creasing the surplus of foreign currency. 

In the selection of the strategies of development and of concrete 
projects, developing coluJtries 11USt take due account of the new patterns of 
investment and finance that are taking place in the non-ferrous sector in 
order that the strategies and projects developed are viable. This is 
necessary owing to the fact that the traditional sources of investaent and 
finance of the 1970's, (i.e. the transnational corpcrations and commercial 
banks) have decreased their participation in the non-ferrous sectors during 
the present decade in many developing countries. To this can be added the 
financial constraints of llBDY developing countries due to the debt problem and 
the decline of prices and consumption of non-ferrous metal products on the 
world 11arket. 
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The evolution of the non-ferrous aetals sector bas been affected by the 
structural changes which took place in the world economy in the 1970s, as well 
as by the econ<>11ic recession, which aainly struck branches that have 
traditionally been aaong the 110st important consumers of non-ferrous aetals. 

The structural changes that have taken place in the world econoay have 
had different effects on the various non-ferrous metals. Thus, we fhld that 
in the United States of Aaerica and Japan there has been a sharp iucrease in 
the consumption of those non-ferrous metals that are associated with the 
so-called "advanced" sectors, e.g., electronics, the nuclear industry and the 
aeronautical industry. During the 1970s in the United States, the annual 
consU11ption of tantalua increased by 19.5 percent, of beryliua by 11.9 
percent, of zirconiua by 8.0 percent, of silicon by 6.9 percent, of titanium by 
6.2 percent and of lithiua by 5.2 percent. In Japan during the saae period, 
tantalua consumption increased at an annual rate of 13.6 percent, titanillll 
consuaption at 12.9 percent, lithiua consuaption at 11.7 percent, silicon 
consU11ption at 10.3 percent and zirconiua consumption at &.4 percent !/. 

Fr<>11 1970 to 1980, the evolution in tte so-called traditional non-ferrous 
aetals was seriously affected by fluctuations in the world economy, and their 
rates of growth were 11Uch lower than the non-ferrous metals linked with the 
so-called "advanced" sectors. The increase in annual consuaption of primary 
aluainiUJB world-wide during 1970-1980 was of 5.3 percent, of refined copper 
2.9 percent, of refined tin 0.2 percent, of refined nickel 2.4 percent, of 
zinc lingotes 2.1 percent, and of refined lead 3.8 percent. 

In the early 1980s, there was an increase in the levels of stocks of 
traditional non-ferrous aetals partly due to the tendency of several 
aanufacturers to •aintain relatively high production levels because of their 
urgent need for foreign exchange with which to meet their financial 
obligations and pay for imported goods and services. The prices of those 
non-ferrous metals fell in 1981 and 1982. For llBDY of ~he so-called 
traditional non-ferrous metals the real prices in 1982 were the lowest for the 
preceding three decades and were in fact below the costs of 118DY producers. 

During the period subsequent to 1982, which showed an Rccelel·ation in 
world econ<>11ic growth rates, there was a relatively modest movement in the 
non-ferrous metals sector as a consequence of the strucutral changes affecting 
the world economy and especially the principal industries using those •etals. 
Thus, we find that consuaption levels during the period 1983-1986 were very 
•i•ilar to, and in thP, case of tin, lower than those recorded before 1983. In 
the case of copper, the world consuaption level reached in 1985 was slightly 
higher than that of 1981 and below the 1979 level. With respect to copper 
conaU11Ption in J1Brket-econoay countries after the bad perf or11BDce in 1982 and 
1983, since 1984 it seems to have hold a steady pattern. As for tin, 
consumption in 1985 in the 11arket-economy countries was below that of 1981 and 
Bubstantially below that metal's llBXilllml conSUJ1Ption level recor~ed in 1973. 

1/ Pierr~H0el Gfraud. "Geopolitique des Ressources Mini~res", Econ<>11ica, 
Paris, 1983, pp. 326-327. 
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As regards aluminium, there was an increase of some significance in its 
consU11ption following 1982. World alWDiniwa consU11ption in 1984 was greater 
than that achieved in the ealier years of the 1980s, but below the 1979 level. 
ConsU11plion in the market-economy countries in 1985 was slightly higher than 
the maxiau11 consumption recorded in 1979. 

Due to the aodest increases in consU11ption as well as the high inventory 
levels which peaked in 1982 1 produce~s tended to aaintain relatively low 
production levels in order to i.aprove their prices. For copper, production 
levels both world-wide and in the 11arket-econ011y countries, were below 
consU11ption. The tendency of the cop~er producers, beginning in 1982, to 
.aintain levels of production lower than those of consumption led to a sizeable 
decline in their inventories and to an improvement in their pric~ levels. As 
for tin, beginning in 1983 production was below consumption, but c<>1111ercial 
inventory levels have not been able to be reduced; on the contrary, the 
inventory level for 1985 was above that of 1982 and the price level during the 
first months of 1986 was far below the prices of the preceeding years. Since 
1982, in the case of aluauniua, one finds the saae tendency, to maintain 
production levels below those of consUJ11Ption that has caused a reduction in the 
level of inventories, without, however, exerting any favourable effect on the 
price level, and following a significant increase in 1983, the trend in 
subsequent years has been downward. SOiie illlproveaents of the alumina price 
could be observed in the first five months of 1987. 

The adjustaents which the producers have been making for the purpose of 
bringing their production capacity into line with consumption and price levels 
have led, on the one hand, to major reductions in the production capacity 
through the closing of plants and, on the other, to the cancellation or 
deferral of new projects, as well as to the tendency to relocate or establish 
new production capacities only in countries offering very favourable conditions 
with respect to the abundance of ore and the cost of energy. 

However, it should be noted that recently, due to some improvement in 
prices and tightness in metal supply, North America was prompting several 
alwainium companies to re-open some of their idled potlines. Among these one 
should mention Alcan"s, Sebree smelter and Alco"s Warrick and Badin. Reynolds 
Metals also announced their intention to re-start their potline at Troutdale ~/. 
It was also announced that with improvement of markets for aluminium, Alcan is 
resuming work at its Laterriere primary smelter, and according to the company's 
recent announcement, metal from the first 50.-50.000 tpy capacity should be 
c<>11ing by the end of 1989 ~/. 

2/ Metal Bulletin, 23 June 1987, p.7 
~I Metal Bulletin, 19 May 1987, p.11. 
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3. The principal agents and t~eir role 

Govenmtents of developing countries have found theaselves in the predicaaent 
of, on the one hand, having to deal with the urgent need to increase their 
exports of non-ferrous ores and metals over a short tel"Wl so as to generate the 
foreign exchange required for the nor.al operation of their econOJ1ies 1 and, on 
the other, of wanting to introduce measures aimed at achieving structural and 
operational changes in their •ining and metallurgical activities in order to 
overcOJle their increasingly deteriorating situation. 

In order to cope with this new situation, Governments of developing 
countries have in different ways increased their participation, either directly 
or indirectly, in their aining and metallurgical sectors. 

A nUllber of GoverD11eJ1ts 1 anxious to prevent any reduction in the revenue 
generated through these activities, have taken over some operations of 
transnational enterprises. Thus, for exaaple, the Goveroaent of JB11&ica assumed 
~~ntroJ over the Alcoa-owned Clarendon refinery for a period of two years froa 
July 1985. The explanation given in this case was that Alcoa intended to close 
down the plant because of •arketing and production cost proble95. On the other 
hand, other Governaents have favoured barter agreements, such as the one 
concluded in 1985 between the Government of Guyana and the Soviet Union, under 
which the former has undertaken to export bauxite to the Soviet Union in 
exchange for :machinery and pha1'118ceutical products. Si•ilarly, the Govenuaent 
of Suriname has entered into an agreement with Czechoslovakia whereby in 
exchange for manufactured goods frOJI that country, Suriname is to supply bauxite 
covering up to 30 per cent of their value, with the remaining 70 per cent to be 
covered in the fonn of letters of credit. 

Governments of developing countries are also proa.oting South-South 
co-operation agreements. One such example is the agreement concluded between 
Brazil and Surinaae, under which the fonter has undertaken to extend a line of 
credit ~orth US$20 million to Suriname in exchange for alumina. Another example 
is the recent contract to produce copper tube for the Chinese market under a new 
joint venture called Beijing-Santiago Copper Tube Company. This Chilean-Chinese 
joint venture is expected to construct a plant in Seijing within the next two 
years with a capacity of 10 - 15,000 tons per year 1/. Also Thailand PADAENG 
zinc ~melter, which started up in 1985, has an important programme for export 
mainly directed at the countries of the region, China, South Korea and the 
Philippines 5/. 

For the purpose of improving the efficiency and profitability of their 
operations, a number of State-run enterprises have concluded technical 
assistance agreements with transnational corporations. The State-operated 
enterprise Bauxite Industry Development Co11pany {BIDCO) of Guyana signed a 
five--year agreement with Reynol~0 under which the latter is to provide it with 
technical assistance until the year 1989. 

With a view to increasing their ~xports of non-ferrous ores and metals over 
the 11ediUJ1 and long term, a ~Ulllber of Governaents arP- fon1Ulating and 
implementing joint projects involving foreign capital: Japan and Brazil are 

4/ Metal Bulletin, 2( March 1987, p. R 
5/ Metai Bulletin, 2 Sertember 1986, p. 9. 
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jointly engaged in building a smelter at Vila de Conde; Ecuador and Belgiu. are 
exploring for copper and molybdenUll in the North-east of Ecuador. Papua New 
Guinea's OK Tedi Mining has recently reached a 5-year agree.aent to supply copper 
concentrate to a Japanese consortium of 7 smelters. Further contracts have been 
signed with Korea Mining and Saelting and with the Norddeutsche Affinerie ~/. 

The Governments of certain developing countries are conducting negotiations 
with transnational enterprises with a view to retaining or i11proving the 
taxation and legal arrangements that guarantee them acceptable levels of revenue 
frOll their exports at a tiae when their negotiating position has been weakened 
by the situation on the world 11arket for non-ferrous ores and metals. The 
Governaent of Guinea has been engaged in negotiations on export tax schedules 
with the Coapagnie des Bauxites de Guinee (CBG); any loss in the amount paid per 
export ton would place the country in a difficult econoaic and financial 
situation, since bauxite and al1111ina exports generate about 93 per cent of 
Guinea's foreign exchange revenue 7/. In addition, there •igh.l be repercussions 
on the other alU11inium-exporting developing countries in their future 
negotiations with the transnational enterprises. 

In the light of the results achieved to date in their •ining and 
metallurgical activities, certain developing countries are promoting new forms 
of development for the purpose of increasing the i11pact of the non-ferrous 
aetals sector on their econ<>11ies. Governments are analysing the possibilities 
and advantages of proaoting a more extensive vertical integration of the 
non-ferrous metals industries for the purpose of increasing the national value 
added to their exports, as well as of achieving greater diversification in their 
production. They are having studies prepared on the feasibility of increasing 
production of the minor metals found in the ores of the heavy non-ferrous 
varieties. What is 11<>re, questions are being raised about the essentially 
outward-oriented development policy that has been pursued by the non-ferrous 
metals sector for the primary objective of earning foreign exchange. As part of 
this questioning, the view has been put forward that the grm.th of this sector 
should be pr0110ted in a way so as to establish •ore coherent production 
structures at the national and regional levels by building closer linkages 
between the non-ferrous metals industries and the other sectors of the economy. 
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the large majority of developing 
countries have no medium- or long-te~ plans for the development of the 
non-ferrous metals sector. 

The transnational enterprises have been adopting a fairly cautious approach 
to new investments. Moreover, they er~ 1·edirecting these investments. 
It is generally fair to say that there is a tendency to favour the new 
investments mainly in Australia, Canada and certain Latin American countries and 
to SOiie degree, Guinea. 

~/ Metal Bulletin, 24 March 1987 
7/ Guinea plans to reduce its der;>endence on bauxite rev-,nues by diversifying 

its ainin• production and putting emphasis on the d~elopment of 
agriculture to reduce food i111>orts. (Metal Bulletin, 7 October 1986, p. 19). 
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These t~aosnationals have gradually tended to focus their activities on 
the final phases of the 11&11ufacturing process, such as production of semi
finished products, and to place less emphasis on prmry operations. The 
principal reason for this i~ to be found in the fact that the logic underlying 
the price-setting process in recent years has generally benefited the 
final-phase products by pricing them at a higher level. Thus we find, for 
ex1111ple, that the prices for aluainiua ingots have remained relatively 
independent of those charged for semi-finished products; when ingot prices 
were low, semi-finished ite11a were selling at relatively high levels. The 
transnational enterprises have also, in their research and developaent 
prognumes, tended to accord priority to the production phase for 
semi-finished and other products ~/. 

Govern11eDls of developed countries are also following with interest 
operations of non-ferrous aetallurgy. The Canadian Governaent authorities 
have agreed to provide a 14 •illion Canadian dollars loan without interest to 
Noranda's GASPE Mines to help with the reopening of that copper •ine ~/. The 
L'niled Kingdom granted a 1.25 •illion loan package to keep Rio Tinto-Zinc's 
South Crofty and Wheal Jane •ining operating. The 110ney will be spent on 
modernizing the facilities in order to lower production costs !QI. 

The non-ferrous aetals producers are pr090ting new associations or 
institutions that will provide them with greater guarantees in their 
operations despite the collapse of the ITC price protection system for tin and 
the aodest results achieved by the IBA in rece>m11ending ainillUll prices for 
bauxite and aluaina for 1985. 

At the initiative of the North American nickel producers, a Nickel 
Development Institute (NIDI) has been established for the purpose of 
identifying new applications and aarkets and carrying out further research and 
development studies. Siailarly, in 1985, Canada, Japan and the United States 
proposed the creation of an international copper study group, involving the 
participation of Govern11ents and experts, with a view to achieving greater 
market transparency and promoting a better understanding between the various 
agents active in this area. 

8/ It should be noted that while there is a general trend with the big 
transnationals to focus their attention on the final ph89ea of the 
aetallurgical procesa, such as production of ae11ia 1 AI.CAN re11ains 
c0111itted to being a net aeller of aluainiua ingot with sales at about 25 
percent of its production capacity. (Metal Bulletin 23 June 1987, p. 7). 

9/ Metal Bulletin, 19 May 1987, p. 9 

10/ Engineering and Mining Journal, March 1987, p. 67. 
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4. ni~-~~4~~~!!1H~~~!Q~.--Pr~~ -~~--!~~--!!9!!::!'~!:!:0US_ao!!~ls 

4.1 ~~. ~r:~~-~!~~aj __ !Q_!b~-<J~y~!Q~!_of_ th~_!!!ning_an~ 
~!~!!~[g!~~!-~~!or 

The developing countries that produce non-f er~ous ores and metals 
exhibit different production characteristics as well as dissimilar 
prospects and strategies. In a nUllber of developing countries, the 
production of non-ferrous aetals is essential to the non.al operation of 
the national econOll)', given that the export of their ores or aetals is 
the principal source of their foreign exchange. In other developing 
countries, although the impact of the non-ferrous aetal sector is at this 
tiae not significant, the role of this sector in the econOllY is expected 
to increase substantially in the future. 

For SOiie developing countries which are producers, the prospects for 
the future expansion of this sector are di• for the reason that the 
particular aetals they produce, such as tin, are critically depressed 
thoughout the world. Conversely, in other countries, the outlook is more 
favourable because of the type, quality and abundance of their •ineral 
resources, their relatively low extraction, processing and energy costs, 
and the high level of integration that exists between the non-ferrous ore 
end aetals sector and the rest of the economy. SOiie developing countries 
of this kind have embarked on ambitious investaent programmes. 

Neither the production structure characteristics nor the development 
strategies of these countries are everywhere the smae. There is a nUllber 
of producers who have concentrated mainly on the extraction phase, 
whereas others have achieved a higher degree of processing and vertical 
integration. Similarly, the extent to which the non-ferrous aetals 
sector is linked with the rest of the econ011y also differs. In SOiie 

cases, this sector is virtually an enclave with few links to the other 
sectors of the econOlly, its output being intended priJ1Brily for export, 
while in other non-ferrous aetal-producing countries this sector bas 
developed linkages of some significance with the other sectors of the 
economy, so that it has become not only a source of foreign exchange 
revenue, but also a vehicle of internal development. 

However, despite the diversity that distinguishes them, most of the 
developing countries that produce non-ferrous ores and metals hav~ 
pursued an outward-diected growth. Mining and metallurgical activities 
were conceived and built up for the J1Bin purpose of achieving rising 
levels of exports, with the ulti11ate ai• of becoming 11ajor sources of 
foreign exchange to import the capital goods and other produc':s their 
economies require. 

In its various fol'llB, this export-based develop11e11t pattern has in 
several cases not achieved positive results fr011 the econ011ic, financial 
and social standpoints. In sOJle cases, this has been independent of the 
extent of processing to which the exported products are subject: a higher 
level of processing for ores and/or metals does not necessarily guarantee 
a better foreign exchange balance, despite the higher unit price 
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c~ded by the export product. This is due, in 1181lY cases, to the need 
for 11<>re extensive intermediate imports and of a significant level of 
indebtedness in order to create the new production capacity!!/. Very 
often, the additional value added so generated is absorbed by overcharges 
in the purchase of equipment, the pay11ent of royalties for the 
acquisition of the technology and the high interest rate on the loans 
received. What this aeans is that there is no automatic cause-effect 
relationship between aore extensively processed export products and 
greater foreign exchange revenue, on the one hand, and better econ011ic 
and financial perforaance, on the other; this relationship will depend on 
the economic calculation for each specific situation!~/. 

Apart froa the li•ited econ011ic and financial results achieved by 
the •ining developing countries in general, and in the non-ferrous ores 
and metals sector in particular ~~/, developing countries are also 
suffering Jl&jor structural constraints over which they have no control 
and which is expressed in a world-wide dONDWBrd trend in the consU11ption 
levels of traditional non-ferrous metals and in a general decline in 
prices. On the other hand, the favourable natural conditions of some 
developing countries can represent a possibility for theia to strengthen 
their position in the international 11arket and also to increase their 
vertical structure by giving J10re attention to the final phases of the 
Jl8Dufacturing process, taking into consideration not only the foreign 
deaand but also the d011eStic deiaand. All this calls for the need for a 
detailed analysis of the past experiences of development and for the 
search of alternative strategies of development. 

11/ John M. Rothgeb of Boston University in his article "Invest.ent 
PenetrRtion in Manufacturing and Extraction and External Public Debt in 
Third World States", published in ~2r!~-~~~!~t, Vol. 12, No.11/12, 
pp. 1063-1075, 1984, makes the point that in Latin America there is no 
direct relationship between invest11ent in extraction and the increase in 
the debt, while investllent in llBDUfECturing is cl09ely related to this 
increase. 

12/ Pierre-N0el Giraud in "Geopolitique des Reasources Minierea", Bconoaica, 
Paris, 1983, pp. 677-690, c011P9res the foreign exchanee balances of the 
Guinean enterprises CBG and Friguia, both of which export all their 
output, the first as ore and the second in processed fon1. His analysis 
shows that the relation of the foreign exchange balance to the exports of 
CBO is higher than that of Friguia. The basic reason presented wu the 
relatively heavy-weighted C09ts for the imported inputs required for the 
processinf of bauxite by the Fritui• enterprise. 

13/ Ibid, pp. 652-653. 
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The develop11ent of the •ining and metallurgical sector in the 
developing countries cannot be conceived separately fr011 the development 
of the industrial sector and the econoay of the country. Until now, in 
the E1&jority of developing countries the development of this sector has 
been pursued as part of a process of export pr090tion and/or of an 
indiscri•inat~ import-substitution process to answer to an i..ported 
structure of consumption. Few countries have envisaged the develop11ent 
of their •ining and metallurgical sector in the context of a developaent 
policy based on creating a national and regional coher~nt productive 
system and on the satisfaction of the essential needs of the population 
by illproving lhe relation between the agricultural, construction and 
industrial sectors. 

In the li'11t of these observations, the •ining and met&llurgical 
sectors may be seen to perform different econ011ic functions in the 
different developing countries. On the one hand, the extraction and 
processing of non-ferrous metals may be intended to provide 11ainly the 
goods used as basic inputs for internal production; or on the other, 
these metals llBY be intended basically for export, thus exerting only an 
indirect effect on domestic industrialization. This indirect effect 
will depend on the degree of processing, the product type and the 
country's existing industrial infrastructure. 

This indirect i•pact on the industrialization process may be 
generated through the supply of inputs to the non-ferrous sector from the 
various sectors of the econOllY on the basis of a selective import
substitution process and, similarly, through the financing of the 
imported products the country requires for its nor11al operation, as well 
as through the direct and indirect creation of e.plo)'Jlent. 

4.2. l l~r<l:-nr~~n~~ -~~Y~!C?PM!!lt .. for_~ •gr~-~l)~~gr~!~~-~~!~1-9~~~-L~! 
the na~ional ~g<l_.r~g~c;>gal ~e!~_ls 

The ai• of a more inward-oriented pattern for the development of 
the mining and non-ferrous •etals industry is to strengthen the ties 
between this industry and the capital goods secto•, the .ain purpose 
being to provide a basis for the production of 111tchinery, equipment and 
inputs needed to increase the production and productivity of the 
agricultural and contruction sectors. MoreovPr, such a pattern 11USt 
strengthen the linkages between the •ining and metallurgical sector with 
the transport and energy sectors by providing them with the essential 
inputs they require • 
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In order to accomplish this, there is need for a ~eliable 
identification of the non-ferrous aet&l products to be •anufactured in an 
organized and co-ordinated 118nner in the various developing countries; 
giving special emphasis to the fabrication of semis and finished 
non-ferrous products that can be produced in a flexible way in small and 
mediua-sized enterprises !~/. This in turn requires the preparation of 
technical and econoaic studies on the specifications of the non-ferrous 
metal products required for the capital goods and other products whose 
d011eStic manufacture is to be pr0110ted. The ~ange of non-ferrous metal 
products to be produced in the various developing countries will depend 
largely on their production characteristics and on their physical and 
technical infrastructural assets. This is +n say that the role which the 
non-ferrous aetals sector should play in the industrialization process, 
as well as the pattern to be imparted to its linkages with the rest of 
the economy, will vary froa one country to another or fr011 one group of 
countries to another. 

The effective implementation of a pred011inant inward-oriented 
development pattern for the non-ferrous aetals sector in the developing 
countries requires a detailed analysis of certain key aspects in order to 
prevent • iem fr<>11 emerging as aajor constraints to the achieve11ent of 
this policy. Among these aspects, special mention should be made of the 
li•ited econoaic space of the developing countries, the nature of the 
technology to be adopted and the price levels and structure prevailing on 
the world market. 

Given the existing pattern of imported technologies and the levels 
and structure of world prices, the manufacture for internal consumption 
of specific non-ferrous •etal products in developing countries with 
li•ited 11&rkets is difficult to implement in an extensive manner. 

In order to overcOlle some of these obstacles, the developing 
countries should pr<>11ote regional or subregional co-operation through the 
formulation of complementary programmes. These programmes should 
indicate the tiae required for their implementation and state exactly 
where the production \Ulits are to be located so that a balanced 
development that will avoid the creation of disparities among the various 
co\Ultries participating in the programae will be possible. 

It is also of great i•portance that developing countries select 
technologies, appropriate to their internal markets, and make more 
effective use of their resources. This requires that these countries 
make a significant effort in the area of technological research so as to 
avoid merely re~licating the advanced technologies being developed in the 
industrialized countries. The focus should be on the design of 
technologies geared to their genuine requirements. 

14/ For further details see Issue 2. 
• 
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In order to achieve this, it is very often necessary to "disassemble" 
the imported teclmology packages and to "reassemble" the. in accordance 
with the specific needs of the developing countries. Siailarly, this 
effort of technology creation and/or transformation requires that account 
be taken of the technological advances that have occurred in other 
sectors. In steel.Jlaking, which has always been regarded as an industry 
consisting of l~rge-scale enterprises and where economies of scale are one 
of the ~ost important productivity factors, the current trend is 
increasingly towards the erection of aini-plants with productivity levels 
very close to, Ed in some cases (for specific prududs) higher than, 
those of the gigantic iron and steel plant based on the blast furnace. 

Many developing countries are frequently unable to proaote the 
production of specific non-ferrous aetal items necessary for the 
establishaent of a more coherently productive system at the national or 
regional level because of the fact that the price structure prevailing in 
the world market and the country's internal production costs make this 
impossible. 

Developing countries that decide to promote a more inward-oriented 
development, can, if they consider appropriate, set prices that permit 
them to organize their resources in such a way bS to satisfy their 
principal requirements. What this means is that these countries should 
employ an economic calculus in the establishment of their production 
capacitie~, based on the most rational use of their internal resources; 
the concr~te needs of the majority of the population; and in the optimal 
use of internal surpluses consistent with the constraints imposed by cost 
levels. World prices should be taken mainly as a yardstick or reference, 
and not as an externally imposed factor in the economic calculations of 
many of the developing countries. 

4.2.2 Developmen~ of non~?errous metals for expor~ 

The key concept underlying this outward-oriented development pattern 
is the increasing need on the part of the developing countries fer foreign 
exchange with which to import the inputs and machinery required by their 
various economic sectors for their development. There also exists within 
this strategy the nearly universal notion that the higher the degree of 
processir.~ incorporated in the products exported, the greater will be the 
net foreign exchange revenue and, accordingly, the more substantial its 
indirect impact on the economy as a whole. However, as has already been 
pointed out, there is no automatic relationship between more extensive 
processing for exports and better economic and financial results, for the 
reason that the latter depend in large measure on the country's concrete 
situation and on the nature of its production. 

One of the alternatives within this pattern for the development of 
the mining and metallurgical sector is the export of ore in its crude 
state principally for the purpose of obtaining food products with which to 
cover the population's nutritional deficit, as well as the inputs, 
machinery and equipment for those sectors regarded as having priority 
importance. 

A developing country with an abundance of non-ferrous ores could 
activate its agriculture for basic consumption by paying for its imported 
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equipment, fertilizers and pesticides through export of these ores. A 
development policy of this kind will be econOllically justified if, at the 
world aarket price, the ore exports can generate the internal surpluses 
required for financing the imports needed for agriculture without tapping 
non-renewable ore reserves. In this case, the economic calculation will 
be based on the establishment of a relationship between the volUlle of ore 
exported and the rate at which internal surpluses can be generated. 

Another development alternative involves the export of non-ferrous 
metals to the world 11arket at various degrees of processing. This can be 
an econOllically and financially sound alternative, given the structure of 
world prices, provided the developing countries that adopt this strategy 
have access to rich •ineral ore reserves and energy at lower costs than 
the developed nations so as to offset the generally higher cost of the 
machinery and equipment they illport. Moreover, the lllljor investllent 
effort required for this alternative should result in significant 
supple1entary value added and in a positive and fairly substantial net 
foreign exchange balauce. 

Within this alternative there are different variants of vertical and 
horizontal integration. There are countries that have tended to favour 
vertical integration, with the •ine as the point of departure, and for 
which the export of refined products has been the preferred approach. 
Conversely, there are others that have accorded ~riority to the production 
and export of semi-finished products based on illported inputs that have 
subsequently pursued a policy of backward integration. 

With respect to horizontal integration, we find that a nUllber of 
countries that initially earmarked their total production for export have 
subsequently channelled a portion of this production to internal 
consumption, in addition to promoting the procurement of inputs from 
national industry. This has given rise to a closer set of linkages 
between the non-ferrous metals sector and the rest of the economy. Other 
countries export virtually all their production and import a large part of 
the inputs and equipment they require, so that the non-ferrous metals 
sector represents a kind of enclave within the economy. 

Production intended principally for export requires technology that is 
competitive at the world level, as well as 11arketing channels to guarantee 
the sale of the products. These factors have led to a major involvement 
of foreign capital in the development of export-oriented non-ferrous metals 
sectors. The level of this involvement differs from one country to another 
and depends on the type of products in question. In SOiie developing 
countries, this sector has been promoted mainly through direct investments 
by transnational companies that are the aain owners of the enterprises 
created. In other countries, joint ventures have been established, in 
which the State and national private sector share ownership with the 
transnational companies. With this approach, foreign loans often play a 
larger role in the establishment of the new production capacities than 
direct investment. There are also countries in which the enterprises are 
owned by the State, but in certain circU11Stances enter into technical 
assistance and .marketing contracts with the transnational C011Panies. 

The export of non-ferrous ores and metals for the indiscriminate 
import of luxury goods and the creation of an industry essentially limited 
to assembly operations will not be economically justified either from the 
point of view of satisfying the population's basic necessities or o! 
establishing a coherent production system. 

• 
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5. New_~~t~rn-~f j.nveslllent_&lld finance 

Since approxi11ately the end of the 1960s, llajor non-ferrous transnationals 
have reduced their direct investaent in developing countries. The spread of 
new patterns of investment accelerated since the aid-1970s with the appearance 
of new sources of finance. C~rcial banks. export finance agencies. 
insurance COllP8Dies and governaent funds froa oil-producing countries 
increased their participation in the financing of non-ferrous metals projects. 

The availability of those sources was linked to the oil crisis of 1973/74. 
Mineral and metal i11P<>rters in Europe and Japan tried to stabilize the supply 
of •inerals and aetals by supporting investment in new sources. Commercial 
banks tried to invest in the Eurodollar pool which grew quickly froa inputs of 
revenues from oil producing countries. 

The gradual decrease in thP. share of direct investaeot of the TNCs was 
caused by the increase of the national interest and owner~hip by developing 
countries in the •ining and processing of non-ferrous •inerals. The 
developing countries increased their national control over the non-ferrous 
sector through various aeans 1 including imposition of govern11ent controls. 
increased taxation. the building-up of national coapetence and the partial or 
coaplete nationalization of foreign equity 1~/. 

In addition. there were initiatives taken by some TNCs for the conversion 
of fully-owned subsidiaries into joint ventures with national enterprises. In 
the copper industry. Kennecott in Chile was the first company to adopt a 
joint-venture approach. In 19761 Asarco ~old out all its assets to thL 
Mexican Government. Also in other cases. TNCs supplied only technology 
without participating in equity. One of the first cases of this kind was the 
C011Panhie BrazHeire do Ahminio in Brazil. 

In the 1980"s, investors, comaercial banks and TNCs, are not as interested 
in •ining and processing projects as they were 10 years ago due to the 
continuous imbalance between supply and demand, caused, inter alia, by the 
global economic recession and by the lower intensity for the use of 
traditional metals in industrialized countries. 

In the case of copper, for exBJDple, the investment level for projects 
under construction in developing countries decreased from a-range that varies 
from US$5 billion to US$10 billion, in the late 1970s, to almost half that 
level in 1987 where it reached US$~ billion dollars. The capacity addition 
was unevenly distributed between th~ -opper producing regions in developing 
countries. Investaent was concentr' ~1 in Latin Allerica while African 
producers were not able to keep their relative capacity levels and their 
smelter and refinery capacity even decreased in absolute figures. Projects 
under construction in African countries, in early 1980, were down to almost 
zero, but have since risen slowly. The African projects are 11ainly 
concentrated at the mining stage of the production chain • 

15/ Radetzki, Marian "Has political risk scared •ineral invest11eDt away from 
the deposits in developing countries?" World 
Develo1J11ent, Vol. 10, No. 1, 1982, pp.42-43. 
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Investaent in the copper sector in Asian developing countries, declined in 
a si•ilar way as in Africa, but throughout the decade remained at a higher 
level. Between 30 % to ~ of total investaents were made in Asia, in the 
mid-1980s. 

It can be pointed out that the size of copper projects in developing 
countries having become increasingly complex by the end of 1970, decreased 
during 1980, reflecting the change to rehabilitation rather than green field 
projects. 

It is unlikely that the traditional sources of financial resources lo the 
non-ferrous sector during 1970, would be prepared to continue furnishing 
financial resources in the future. Commercial banks have become less eager to 
participate in large, cuaplex non-ferrous projects, particularly in developing 
countries 16/. The role of transnational corporate investaent is also likely 
to be far less significant than during 1970. For developing countries, the 
major sources of capital during late 1980 are: nal~onal private capital, 
internal sources generated by state enterprises, public international 
agencies, national development agencies, export credits and centrally planned 
econoaies 17/. 

The importance of national capital in investment of non-ferrous projects 
is currently increasing. In developing countries, the national sources of 
foreign exchange are often very limited but local banks can supply local 
currency loans. This procedure is practised in non-ferrous industries in 
Zambia, Zaire and Mexico. 

Jn carefully selected projects, financial resources generated by State 
mine enterprises can be a national source of finance. In early 1986, Codelco, 
the Chilean copper State enterprise, announced a five year investment 
programae (1987-1991), amounting to US$l,385 •illion. At the end of 1986, 
US$150 million was slashed from the prograJlmle by the Ministry of Finance. The 
internal fund is the most i•portant source of long-term financing and also one 
which is aubject to the grr3test fluctuations. Any use of the internal funds 
has to be approved by the :nistry of Finance and thus depends on the 
country's macro-economic va.iables and government priorities. 

Whilst the World Bank Group lending has declined, lending by bilateral 
funding agencies has increased. This trend reflects in particular the eff orls 
made by Japan and the European countries to ensure a stable supply of minerals 
and metals through financial support to producers in developing countries. 

16/ The share of comnercial banks in financing of mining projects has declined 
to al•ost 50% since 1968 to 1986. 

17/ S. Zorn. Financing Investments in Minerals in the 1980s, The Courier, 
No. 94, 1985. 

• 
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Frm 1968 to 1986, the World Bank and the International Finance 
Corporation (U'C) participated in 27 lllljor aetals projects. The projects bad 
a ainillUll individual size of US$50 aillion and an average size of 
US$230 Million, with the exception of the single largest project of Carajas in 
Brazil 18/. The copper industry received 2Q of the total World Bank credits 
and the ahminh.m industry l~. The lending pattern of the IFC exhibits 
similarities to the World Bank in that it is aainly concentrated in the copper 
industry in Latin Aaerica. IFC financed projects accounted for lQ of the 
increase in developing countries of the world copper aining capacity in 1970 
and l~ of the increase between 1980 and 1983. IFC investaent in the copper 
industry has practically ceased since 1980, and in 1984 IFC decided to 
concentrate on four types of project: 

(a) Exploitation of relatively 811811 aineral deposits of econaaic 
significance to local producers; 

(b) Large projects in 511811 countries to facilitate negotiations with 
foreign ainiug COllPBIJies; 

(c) Participation essentially as an equity investor to facilitate 
acceptable balance between local and foreign ownership and to 
provide an adequate base of risk capital; 

(d) Participation in conjunction with goveroaent or public sector 
aining COllPBIJies. 

Due to its need for supplies of foreign resources, Japan has developed: 

(a) iaport schemes with Japanese equity participation; 

{b) concessionary loans in exchange for long tera contracts. 

The foraer type also includes a aore c011prehensive fora of joint venture 
known as the Asahan f'onrula, which was originally worked out to develop an 
aluainiU11 smelter and the necessary power facilities in SU11Btra 1 Indonesia. 
The venture, which was set up in the late 1970s, c011prises both the Indonesian 
and Japanese Governaents together with Japanese industrial partners. The 
Japanese EXIM bank also contributed to the project. Siailar ventures have 
been set up in Brazil, i.e., the Amazon Aluainiua sl!elter project including 
the Alunorte aluaina joint venture. 

The loan and import approach ru•s been used by Japan particularly to secure 
copper a.id iron ores to Japanese s•~lters. In 1978, 5~ of the copper ore 
imported was acquired under such acne.es. 

The Japanese EXIM bank has played an important role in financing these 
• schemes, and in this respect is unique internationally !~/ . 

• 

18/ M. Hang, 1111>act of International Lending on Metals, Arden House, 
14 May 1986. 

19/ T. Ozawa, Japan's largest financier of aultinationali••· Journal of 
World Trade Law, Vol 20, No. 6. 
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The European Economic COlllllUDity has two aain windows for funding investaents 
in the winerals industry, in pri..llarily African, Caribbe'lll and Pacific countries: 

(a) The European Investaent Bank (RIB); 

(b) The Sys•in special financing facility for •ining products under the 
Third Loae Convention. 

The EIB bas come to play a 118.jor role in the investment o! the European 
C01mtUDities C~ission in the •ining and metallurgical industry in developing 
coW1tries. In August 1985, BIB approved loans B110unting to over ECU 240 •illion 
(European Currency Units) of which ECU 161 •illion went to Wes~ and Central 
Africa, ECU 57 •illinn to East Africa, ECU 59 •illion to the Pacific and ECU 4 
•illion to the Caribbean. 

Originally the Sysmin focussed on aaintaining production capacities. Under 
the Third Lome Convention, the 11ain objective is to restore the viability of the 
•ining industry through rehabilitation, 11aintenance and rationalization 
measures. The S}"Stem also supports diversification measures. The financing 
funds of Sysmin have .ainly been oriented to the copper industry in Africa. 
During 1980/81, Z&llbia received for its copper industry a loan of F.CU 55 aillion 
and Zaire ECU 40 •illion ~Q/. 

Soae centrally-planned econ<>11ies also finance aineral and metal projects. 
The Governaent of China, through its China International Trust and Investment 
Corporation (CITIC), joined the Portland AluminiUDt joint venture (Victoria State 
Government 35~, Alowa 45%, Public l~) and agreed a 10% equity share in the 
project. When the smelter starts production in 19;..7, CITIC will reserve 15kt 
and this figure will rise to 30kt in 1988. The Chinese State organization, 
China National Non-Fer•ous Industries Corporation {CNNC), has also been 
negotiating its participation in a foreign alUJ1iniUJ1 sme!ter with equity. They 
have approached Icelandic AlU11iniUJ1 to participate in the expansion of the ISAL 
saelter near Reykjavik in Iceland. 

The USSR has participated in some projects related to bauxite and aluaina. 
One of the the major projects realized is the Guinean State-owned OBK bauxite 
aine. The operation was started in the aiddle of 1970 and the entire project 
was financed by the USSR, with investaent estimated at approxiaately US$100 
aillion. ~ of the output is exported to the Soviet Union, 5~ as repayaent of 
the credits supplied, 4~ are regular exports to the Soviet Union and l~ could 
be exported by Guinea on the world aarket. The USSR has also financed saelter 
and alUJ1ina works in India, Turkey, Egypt and Algeria. 

In 1985, a new 2.3 •illion-tonne bauxite project in India was announced. 
The •ine in Andhra Pradish would export aost of its production to the USSR. The 
bauxite •ine is to be supplemented by a 600kt aluaina plant ?!/. Also a project 
between the USSR and Greece to produce alUJ1ina is being developed. The total 

1 

investment is esti-ted at between US$450-500 •illion in a 600kt alumina plant • 
to be situated in the Corinthian Gulf area. USSR loans will be repaid by 
delivery of alumina. 

' 

~0/ The Courier No. 89 and 94, 1985. 
?l/ Engineering and Mining Journal, October 1985. 
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7. Final considerations 

In the light of the considerations presented in this paper, it is 
particularly i11POrtant for this meeting to devote its attention to the 
analysis of the possibilities of promoting 3trategies of a new kind that will 
enable this sector to make a greater contribution to econoaic and social 
development in developing countries producers of non-ferrous aetals. 

Among the aspects to be discussed, the aeeting can focus on aodalities to 
promote a 11<>re inward-oriented development of the non-ferrous metal industries 
at the national, subregional and regional levels, taking due consideration of 
the types of horizontal and vertical integration to establish, as well as the 
C011Plementarities among countries. Another aspect in which the meeting can 
focus is the ide~~ification of adequate export policies for developing 
countries, in order to 11BXimize their foreign exchange balance. This should 
be seen in the r"lltexl of the difficulties that the producers of non-ferrous 
aetals are presently experiencing due to the decline in prices and world 
consumption, and that several developing countries have good quality ore 
deposits and cheap energy which can be an i11POrtant econ«>11ic potential, and 
that when appropriate, should be used as a source of foreign currency to 
pr0110te key sectors of the economy. O~her aspect that aight be considered 
iJIP()rtant to discuss in the present situation is the identification of new 
fields for application of non-ferrous aetals. 

In this framework dis~"USsions coul~ be concentrated on forms and aeans of 
co-operation between developed and dev,~loping countries and B110ng developing 
countries themselves that can per:.it a ac.•e integrated development of this 
sector with other sectors of the econOlly as 'fflll as increase its impact on the 
Jlajor aacro-econoaic variables of the economy. 

This meeting aay also be interested in the examination of the financial 
implications on the new foras of development of the non-ferrous sector as well 
as ways to improve the teras of financing. According to the present tendencies 
pointed out, the financing has to be oriented towards projects of adequatt 
size, trying to obtain better conditions froa the existing syste.; they could 
also increase the participation of the national and regional financing 
systetlS, and obtain better conditions for the financing of the infrastructure 
required by the project. 




